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Special thanks this month 
go to: 
 
• Richard Page and 

David Porter for 
organising the meat 
and other goodies for 
the Christmas BBQs. 

 
• Hawthorn Hobbies for 

the Club Fun Fly 
prizes. 

 
• Richard Page for his 

sterling performance 
as Club Secretary for 
the past two and a half 
years. 

 
• David Keynton for 

stepping in as 
Secretary as Richard 
goes wandering 
around Australia for 
an ‘indefinite’ period. 

www.dac.org.au 

Doncaster Aeromodellers’ Club Inc. 
 
Additional Insurance 
 
An issue we hoped we wouldn’t have to raise. 
 
As we have noted before there have been two increases in MAAA 
insurance premiums since renewals last June: 
 
• $13.50 - through insurance premiums for this year being higher than 

the quotes the MAAA had received when they set their fees; and 
• $10.00 - for the addition of member-to-member cover. 

 
To ease the administration and policing burden, and in good faith, the 
Club has paid these on behalf of all members whose insurance is 
through DAC.   
 
In the last Newsletter we explicitly noted how much each member still 
owed, and made it clear the December 31 deadline was more than 
reasonable for all members to reimburse the club, or sort out any 
possible administration issues with the Registrar. 
 
Despite all this effort, there are ‘members’ who have still not reimbursed 
the Club.  This is very disappointing. 
 
The list of these people is now on the Clubhouse Notice Board and they 
are, by Order of the Committee, banned from flying at the Club until the 
fees due are paid. 
 
Newsletter Contributions 
 
It is great to see more new contributors this month, in particular Noel 
Whitehead and John Morrison.  The old favourites of Neil Spencer, Nik 
Daud and David Gibbs keep plugging away. 
 
Take the challenge – add some excitement and send in your 
contributions!  We need them (or we will revert to more on David and 
Neil’s models – and that could get tiring!) 
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President’s Corner 

At last some reasonable flying weather!!  Lets 
hope it stays with us for a while. 

A letter of appreciation 
 
I would like to express my than
appreciation to the hard workin
our Club who, quite unselfishly
extraordinary task of teaching 
I joined the Club just before C
following many flights under th
of Graham Kay, and assisted 
from Cliff McIver, I have just a
 
Graham and Cliff showed unlim
what must have been very tryi
For example, I experienced an
the model drop BEHIND the tr
sigh,t and then I handed the tr
Graham.  Graham, without an
ruffled, managed to bring the m
the trees and land across the 
the smoothest landings I have
very impressed with this recov
assumed the model was abou
itself. 
 
Graham was continually inspir
with encouraging comments, a
think I necessarily deserved th
landing” after bouncing down t
kangaroo, “you showed good 
when I managed to fluke a rec
blown by the wind. 
 
Without the dedicated support
Graham I would never have le
start out in what is one of the m
hobbies I have yet undertaken
looking forward to developing 
even more help from our dedic
learning to fly some of the mor
manoeuvres. 
 
On behalf of all novices, I say 
Graham, Cliff and all the other
club who help to make the clu
place it is; your dedication is g
appreciated. 

vid Keynton 
 

 
Da
  

 
Whilst relaxing over the break I reflected on what 
has been achieved within the club over the past 
six months, and how well we are positioned for the 
year ahead. 
 
The Club is thriving with a membership of just 
over 100 and passions spread across all the 
interest areas of aeromodelling – browse through 
this Newsletter or the web site to get a sense of 
the depth and breadth of experience and skills we 
have.  Those who enjoyed the tour of David Law’s 
MIG 29 at our last Club meeting have seen one 
extreme first hand.  Thanks David! 
 
I don’t have the exact numbers, but amongst our 
members we have no less than 12 pilots who 
have achieved their Solo rating since mid 2002.  
These range from Juniors, through new Senior 
pilots (on both the Internal Combustion and 
Electric side) to those who enjoyed the hobby 
more than a decade ago and have come back for 
more!  This could only be achieved with the 
dedication of our small group of instructors who 
commit much of their scarce time at the field to 
training the newbies.  The level of dedication is 
best summarised in the attached Letter of 
Appreciation that David Keynton recently sent the 
Club. 
 
I would also like to take the opportunity to thank 
Richard Page for his dedicated service as Club 
Secretary over the past two and a half years.  
Following a brief trip around Australia last year, 
Richard and Helen have been bitten by the travel 
bug and are departing on an ‘indefinite’ 
exploration of Australia.  We wish them all the 
best and look forward to seeing them back in a 
few years. 
 
I would also like to welcome David Keynton to the 
Committee.  David has kindly agreed to step in 
and take over the role of Secretary from Richard 
(a totally unrelated outcome to writing his Letter of 
Appreciation!).  Thanks David. 
 
That’s all for now.  Happy flying. 
 
David Gibbs 
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Safety Corner 
 

It is good to see that the members are getting 
used to the idea of erecting all the safety signage 
every Sunday before flights begin. However, it is 
in everybody’s interest that the signage be used 
on all other flying days too (IC and electric) 
including Wednesdays and Saturdays. 
 
In the last Newsletter, I highlighted the problem of 
aircraft straying too far away from the Club field, 
especially during windy days. In the past weeks, 
we have had a couple of instances of members 
trying to do dead stick landings in windy 
conditions and having strayed too far from the 
field. Needless to say, the outcome of one of 
those instances was a total write off of the aircraft, 
and in the other, by sheer luck, the aircraft was 
retrieved unscathed even though it hit a tree. 
Even luckier, no one was injured by either of 
those incidents. 
 
Obviously, we cannot be relying on luck all the 
time, and therefore members must take full 
responsibility for their flying, and the 
consequences of any errors!  It cannot be 
emphasized more strongly, that we are privileged 
to be able to fly at our Club, one of the very few in 
the inner suburbs of Melbourne, and we do not 
want to lose that privilege, so be careful and “think 
safety” at all times! 
 

Another issue is that for those members who have 
just passed their bronze wings, it is often said, 
that soon after passing there is a “window” period 
whilst the newbie improves his/her flying and 
gains experience, where the risk of an incident 
happening is at its greatest. With this in mind, it 
may be an idea for the Club, akin to a driver 
passing his/her driving test, to have “P” Plates for 
those who have just passed their test! 
 
I’m not suggesting each newbie would have to 
wear “P” plates whilst flying, but it may perhaps be 
prudent of the Club and for the safety of all, to 
have an experienced member of the Club (not 
necessarily an instructor) to accompany the 
newbie on their first few flights after passing the 
bronze wing test. The same could apply to those 
members who are “rusty” and have not flown for a 
while, or even those who are learning to fly a new 
or different type of aircraft. Food for thought… 
 
Finally, we intend to utilise the noise breaks on 
Sundays for pilot briefings, and find an equivalent 
convenient time on Saturdays, so members be 
prepared!  These will be used to heighten our 
awareness of topical issues – such as flying 
conditions on the day, incidence of interference 
and other issues as they arise. 
 
Nik Daud  

 
 
 

 Committee Contacts 

President: 
David Gibbs-- 9889 4939 

Vice President: 
Cliff McIver – 9850 4478 

Secretary: 
David Keynton – 9885 7318 

Registrar: 
Graham Kay – 9842 8777 

Safety Officer: 
Nik Daud – 9857 6353 
 

Committee Members: 
Neil Spencer (mainly electric) 
Colin Kahn (electric and scale) 
David Nobes (control line) 
Dennis Travassaros (sport and aerobatics) 

 
Thanks to all our Newsletter contributors this month: Nik Daud, David Gibbs, Neil Spencer, Cliff McIver, 
Noel Whitehead and John Morrison.  Contributions for the next Newsletter due by March 31 – please start 

writing now. 
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Committee Priorities 
 
In lieu of the Club Meeting minutes from last November, which are now a bit dated, here is a summary of 
some of the priorities resulting from our first Committee Meeting for the year. 
 
In no particular order, the initial priorities are: 
 
1) Address the apparent increase in interference being reported at the field.  We will talk a little more about 

this at the next club meeting, but in the interim there are a couple of housekeeping items we will pursue 
to alleviate some areas of potential risk: 
a) Committee members will be checking radio transmitters at the field for current certification.  The Club 

Rules require radios to be certified every two years.  If you need to have your radio certified, the web 
site has the details of people who have the necessary facilities. 

b) We will be extending the Frequency Keyboard to bring it in line with the full range of authorized, odd 
numbered, frequencies 

 
2) Update the Club Rules and Operating Guidelines to better reflect some of the recent evolution in our 

flying environment. 
 
3) Finalise the revised Club Logo and source Club jackets and hats for those who are interested. 
 
4) Set the forward calendar for the year.  The first attempt can be found on page 8 of this Newsletter, and 

will be kept up-to-date on the web site as it evolves.  At this stage it includes: 
a) Club meeting dates; 
b) The 7-cell competition dates; 
c) The annual Fun Fly and planned Scale Aerobatic events. 

 
5) Prepare to win the VMAA Trophy for 2003.  Cliff McIver has volunteered to play the role of Contest 

Director on our behalf. 
 
6) Exploring some potential upgrades to the Club facilities – from a long pole to assist with the occasional 

need to retrieve planes from high places to better ventilation for some of those hot summer days. 
 
7) Continuing to find ways to cross fertilise experiences within the Club, and across other clubs. 
 
 
 

Club Meeting  VMAA Trophy 

Next Club Meeting is at the Clubhouse: 
Monday February 17 

8:00pm sharp 
 
 
 

 

 
At P&DARCS Field on April 12 and 13. 
 
Cliff McIver is Contest Director and 
organising our team to deliver a Hat Trick. 
 
Plan on a pleasant day out to come and 
support the Club and witness some of the 
best exponents in their fields.  If you haven’t 
seen Musical Landings before, it is 
compulsory viewing! 
 

 
 

Want to see the Newsletter and photos in glorious colour?  Well go to the website at 
www.dac.org.au and download a version!
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Club Fun Fly – December 15, 2002 
 
Congratulations to Cliff McIver and Daniel Travassaros for winning the Advanced and Novice sections 
respectively.  The results are set out in the table below.   
 

 
 
For those who couldn’t be there, the few events selected proved an interesting challenge for those involved 
– and based on some performances, it is not too early to start practicing for next year! 
 
• Event 1 – 30 second climb and then glide for as long as possible.  Novices could glide the right way up. 

Advanced had to glide inverted (and yes, there were two inverted landings – one successful, the other 
less so). 

• Event 2 – For Novice, the maximum number of (recognisable) loops in 60 seconds.  For Advanced, the 
maximum number of (recognisable) Cuban 8’s in 90 seconds. If you get a chance (and have the basic 
skills), try the Cuban 8 test and see if you hold line and shape!! 

• Event 3 – Fast and Slow.  This is simply the ratio of time it took for the slowest possible straight line 
flight between two points relative to the fastest straight line flight time.  Advanced had to do this inverted.   

 
A big thank you to all who competed, and to Paul Marlan, John Brann, and Boz Student for time keeping 
and flag marshall duties. 
 
 

DAC Fun Fly Results -- December 15, 2002 
 
 Event     
 1 2 3  Points   
 Seconds Number Ratio  1 2 3  Total 
Advanced          

Cliff McIver 168 19 3.3  6 6 5  17 
Graham Kay 120 13 6.2  5 4 6  15 
Dennis Travassaros 90 15 2.8  3 5 4  12 
David Gibbs 102 13 2.3  4 4 3  11 

          
Novice          

Daniel Travassaros 202 24 2.9  6 6 6  18 
John Greenwood 117 13 2.7  5 3 5  13 
Bill Osborne 76 14 1.8  2 5 4  11 
Eric Peck 84 14 1.5  4 5 1  10 
Nik Daud 83 13 1.6  3 3 2  8 
Alistair Treeby 60 12 1.8  1 1 4  6 
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7-Cell Competition 
 
Doncaster Aeromodellers’ Club hosted the monthly 7-Cell competition in collaboration with the Australian 
Electric Flight Association over the back seven months of 2003.  This was a great competiton with the final 
result determined in the last round.  Congratulations go to: 
 
• 1st place – John Kounelis 
• 2nd place – Martin Lui 
• 3rd place – Phil Connelly 
 
From the left of the photo: Martin, 
John, Phil with David Gibbs (DAC 
President) 
 
Thank you to Martin Lui and Neil 
Spencer for organizing and running 
the event on behalf of DAC. 
 
The competition starts again on the 
third Saturday in February 2003, and 
will be flown over ten monthly rounds 
finishing in November. 
 
After the flying was done, DAC hosted an AEFA Christmas Barbeque at Bulleen on December 14.  There 
was a great turnout on what transpired to be a rather warm day -- and there was even some flying.   
 
 

 
Group shot from the AEFA barbeque day at Bulleen 
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What’s happening in F3A Aerobatics? 
 
The back end of 2002 was relatively quiet from a competition perspective, but the Doncaster team made 
great use of those available. 
 
The results were as follows: 
 
Nepean – November 10 
 
• Sportsman – Stuart Davies, 1st place 
• Advanced – Fernando Monge, 1st place; David Gibbs, 2nd place 
• Expert – Paul Marlan, 1st place (and promoted to F3A); Boz Student, 3rd place; Rob Clarke, 5th place 
• F3A – Cliff McIver, 6th place 
 

 
Doncaster Aerobatic Team at Nepean.  From the left:  Boz Student, Fernando Monge, Cliff McIver,  

Paul Marlan, Rob Clarke, David Gibbs, Stuart Davies. 
 
Pakenham – December 1 
 
• Sportsman – Stuart Davies, 1st place 
• Advanced – Fernando Monge, 1st place (and promoted to Expert); David Gibbs, 2nd place 
• Expert – Rob Clarke, 3rd place 
• F3A – Cliff McIver, 6th place; Paul Marlan, 7th place 
 
Ballarat – February 1/2 
 
• Advanced – David Gibbs, 4th place 
• Expert – John Brann, 1st place (recently joined DAC); Boz Student, 2nd place; Rob Clarke, 7th place 
• F3A – Paul Marlan, 4th place; Cliff McIver, 7th place 
 
For information on results and upcoming F3A events you can visit: 
www.australianpatternassociation.com.au 
 
David Gibbs 
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Club Calendar 

Saturday, February 15 1:00pm 7-Cell Competition -- Bulleen 

Monday, February 17 8:00pm Club Meeting – Bulleen Clubhouse 

Saturday, March 15 1:00pm 7-Cell Competition -- Bulleen 

Saturday, April 19 1:00pm 7-Cell Competition -- Bulleen 

Monday, April 21 8:00pm Club Meeting – Bulleen Clubhouse 

Saturday, May 17 1:00pm 7-Cell Competition -- Bulleen 

Monday, June 16 8:00pm Club Meeting – Bulleen Clubhouse 

Saturday, June 21 1:00pm 7-Cell Competition -- Bulleen 

Saturday, July 19 1:00pm 7-Cell Competition -- Bulleen 

Monday, July 21 8:00pm Annual General Meeting – Bulleen Clubhouse 

Saturday, August 16 1:00pm 7-Cell Competition -- Bulleen 

Monday, September 15 8:00pm Club Meeting – Bulleen Clubhouse 

Saturday, September 20 1:00pm 7-Cell Competition -- Bulleen 

Saturday October 18 1:00pm 7-Cell Competition -- Bulleen 

Saturday November 15 1:00pm 7-Cell Competition -- Bulleen 

Monday, November 17 8:00pm Club Meeting – Bulleen Clubhouse 

Sunday, December 14 TBA Christmas Fun Fly and Barbeque 

 
 

Aeroplanes are different from women because: . . . . . . . . 
Aeroplanes kill you quickly, a woman takes time Aeroplanes can be turned on by the flick of a 

switch 
Aeroplanes don’t get mad if you touch and go 
 

Aeroplanes don’t objec  to a pre-flight inspection t

Aeroplanes come with manuals to explain their 
operation 

Aeroplanes don’t care how many aeroplanes you 
have flown before 

Aeroplanes are happy with a ‘Try beforé you buy’ 
option 

Aeroplanes don’t mind you looking at other 
aeroplanes 

Aeroplanes don’t mind if you read magazines with 
pictures of aeroplanes 

Aeroplanes expect to be tied down 

Aeroplanes don’t whine unless something is really 
wrong 

Aeroplanes don’t comment on your piloting skills 

  
. . . . . . . . but, like a woman, when an aeroplane goes quiet, be very careful 

  
Thanks (or no thanks!) to Roskill Modellers Club Inc in New Zealand 



 

What’s happening in Electric and Gliding 
 
Since my last update the slope soaring bug has 
returned with the improved weather and has bitten 
a number of the electric flyers (again!).  Our first 
outing to “the hill” at Beverage (just North of 
Melbourne on the Hume Hwy).  For those who h
never been to Beverage it is quite a steep climb s
you need to be well prepared with a back pack etc 
to make the climb as easy as possible. We have 
had a number of subsequent trips to Kilcunda, 
Windmill (near Shoreham) and Flinders and h
great flying conditions on most occasions 
particularly at Camperdown where the lift is usuall
well worth the 3 hour drive.  “Jono” Pape also ma
a return to slope flying following long standing bac
problems which have prevented him from travelling 
too far.  
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A number of new slope models have 
appeared this season including A
3.3 Metre scale ASW22, and the fast and
aerobatic Assassin; Martin Lui’s 
revamped ASW22 and my scale 3 Metre
Pilatus B4 and new Zagi wing.  Various
people have slope models nearing 
completion including Martin’s Schweize
1-26, Paul Dumsday’s Fox, Michael Lui’
new secret 3 Metre scale project!!! and 
my latest addition, a 2 Metre S2G 
Twister. 
Martin Lui and Schweizer 1-26
“Jono” Pape in actio

Neil and S2G Twister
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What’s happening in Electric and Gliding 
 
The size of our Electric models seems to 
be going through a growth phase at the 
moment and this is probably spurred on 
by the ever increasing range of powerful, 
brushless motors that are becoming 
available in Australia.  The story does not 
always have a happy ending however as 
Martin cart wheeled and severely 
damaged his new 3 Metre scale motor 
glider.  Whilst I did not witness the crash 
there is a good lesson for us all in this 
incident – always carry out aerobatics 
at least two mistakes above the 
ground.  Whilst we may get away with 
many single errors during aerobatic flying 
it takes a fair bit of height to recover if a 
second mistake is made.  In Martin’s case 
he decided to abort a loop and ended up 
flying down wind, at low altitude, and 
insufficient air speed.  The result was a 
cartwheel of his new model which caused 
significant damage. 
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Electric power is also appearing in 
aerobatic models as witnessed by the 
number of Wattage Tangents (and similar 
models) appearing at the field.  Colin 
Kahn, Jono Pape and I have completed 
and flown new Tangents and we plan to 
upgrade them with one of the new mini brushless motors that are now available.  I hope to get Colin to write 
articles on the Tangent upgrade as well as his exciting new P38 Lightning which has recently had its maiden 
flight (look for the silver and blue model at the field as it is very impressive in the air – some pics please 
Colin). 

Martin Lui’s ill fated motor glider 

 
Safe flying to all, 
Neil Spencer  
 
 

Anthony Peate and Michael Lui slope soaring



 

Indoor Electric “Radio King Rat” 
 
Genesis 
 
Some time ago at the AEFA indoor, I watched as a small stick and tissue, rubber powered model was 
launched. Circling upwards, it collided with the backboard of the basketball hoop, losing all forward 
momentum. Then, from a complete stall, it dropped neatly under the board, recovered headway and flew on 
in level flight. “There lies salvation for the RC challenged”, I thought. Further enquires revealed the model to 
be a “Hanger Rat”, sourced from “Fly-In Models” at Murray Bridge SA. Among the thousands of Hangar Rats 
sold, some had been successfully converted to Micro RC, usually retaining the benign flight characteristics. 
These micro conversions were quite expensive as they utilised specialist micro motor, radio and actuator 
gear. The arrival of mass produced “pico” and “nano” R/C equipment prompted Fly-In Models to develop a 
larger (double) size “King Rat” as an affordable electric RC indoor slow flyer. Retaining the geometry of the  
original Rat with wing loadings of  around 9g per dm2, attributes of slowness, extreme “cornering” ability and 
the mildest of stalls were assured. The “Fly-In Models - Radio King Rat” is the basis of this project. 

 
Reworking a design always teaches the 
modeller something and I hope what follows 
is of general interest as I attempt to relate 
modifications made before and after flight 
testing, the ideas behind them and their 
implementation. The design effort is 
measured by “better”, rather than optimum.  
The emphasis is process and structure, and I 
have a definite “thing” about jigging. Perhaps 
there is a perception that the accurately built, 
repeatable and interchangeable assembly of 
components might lead to production!  I still 
don't know what a Cuban Eight is exactly, n
that excited by pattern ships and warb

but remain impressed by an application of basic technology to produce a model whose performan
its angular, agricultural appearance.  

ot 
irds, 

ce belies 

 
Design Considerations - Points of Departure 
 
The wing / tailplane / vertical stabilizer structures as shown in the kit drawings appeared barely adequate, 
with no evidence of redundancy. Good! No need for change there. The sliced rib construction with no 
notches is quick and the transition from decidedly wobbly to suitably rigid after covering and applying the 
dope is magical.  (My latest indoor wing is, however, slightly larger and carbon fiber reinforced - intended to 
fly at even lower speeds). The narrow, balsa sheeted fuselage as drawn, was less satisfactory. Also, the 
“half in - half out” component mounting,  would always look like an after-thought. The wing bracing as 
proposed was relatively bulky and drag inducing. Similarly, the UC could be improved. I decided to re-
configure the fuselage and produce  a cleaner, more efficient structure. Access to a 3D CAD modelling 
package was available, so any proposed new components were fully geometrically resolved and plotted at 
full scale.  The CAD package allows addition, subtraction, intersection, etc. of solids, planes and lines, 
hence the virtual model is useful for producing assembly jigs and mould profiles.  Three dimensional jigging 
gives control when fitting off struts and hangers, restrains the model while the dope sets and enables 
precise building in of trim items such as washout, down and side thrust. Stored and transported in the jig, 
the model is protected from warps and hangar rash. 
 
Pre-flight Modifications 
 
An assembly may become both lighter and stronger if the cross sections are reduced in area, and those 
lighter members are then re-positioned to reduce the moments acting through the frame. The new design for 
the fuse consisted of  twin warren trusses, with curved chords top and bottom, spaced laterally with balsa 
struts. The battery bay, access hatch, receiver bay, undercarriage fixings, cabane structure, and main wing  
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Indoor Electric “Radio King Rat” (Continued) 
 
bracing connections are more or less contiguous within a short, sheet reinforced section of the fuselage. 
Bracing became 1mm Carbon fiber, bound and cyano’d to wire hooks, in turn fitted into aluminum tubes 
bound to the balsa frame. Unlike the wing, the rigidity of the fuse was not critically dependent on the 
covering, but the integrity of the structure is certainly enhanced by the doped Jap Tissue.  The UC was 
triangulated and bent from 1mm Wire and angles developed on CAD. A cowl was developed and vacuum 
moulded from 0.18mm clear PVC sheet. Motors and servos were mounted on beams built into the frame. 
Lead-outs were then required in connecting the kevlar pull/pull cables to the rudder and elevator. 
 
Post-Flight Modifications 
When flying the model outdoors the open framed wing flexed constantly with changing load. The extreme 
under-camber delivered some up pitching especially when throttled up into the breeze. Penetration with this 
wing was unconvincing, read non-existent. The original wing shown in the image above has been reframed 
with an additional bottom chord and partial web infill (.4 mm Ply). It has also been recovered top and bottom 
to create a stronger and more stable structure for flying in gentle outdoor conditions.  
 
A new indoor wing has now been built. It remains open frame, as in the image, but some stiffening changes 
have been made such as fillets and 10 mm flats at the tips.  The diagonal balsa brace is now coincident with 
the carbon fiber hangar and the “spar strut” was slotted on a table router to accommodate a 2 x 0.4 mm 
carbon fibre flat inserted along the entire length of the span. Wash out was built into the frame and not 
primarily the outcome of restrained doping which was used on the original wing. 
 
Construction 
 
Foam Core Jig 
 
The jig is constructed of 5mm foam core, cut with a scalpel and 
straight edge. This model cannot be constructed in free space. A 
200g model with 1100 mm span is not likely, on its own, to define a 
satisfactory form in construction. Careful jigging ensures geometric 
alignment through stages of frame assembly and covering.  I fixed 
the Jap Tissue to the frame with “UHU” glue stick “soft” adhesion so 
there are no wrinkles or tension pulls.  Doping and the inevitable 
repairs utilise 50% Acetone and dope by volume. 
 
Cowl 
 

The cowl image, rendered from the CAD working file, 
shows the GWS B motor in position. The surface 
modelling software facilitates close tolerancing of the 
moulded form. Profiles were extracted, then layered 
up to make a male mould. The resultant vacuum 
moulded PVC form was stiffened with balsa flats at 
the screw points. The balsa was fixed to the plastic 
with turpentine thinned “Liquid Nails”. The finish is 
Tamiya AS12. 
 
 

Vacuum Molding 
 
A plastic planter box is the basis of the Vacuum Moulder shown in the cut 
away CAD image.  Clear 0.18mm PVC sheet is taped to the platen, placed 
in the oven at 2000C until plasticity is apparent. Then the domestic vacuum 
cleaner, connected at the base of the box, is switched on and the platen 
quickly placed over the mould. The process is instantaneous. If there is a 
miscue, return the platen to the oven and the PVC will reform as a flat 
sheet! 
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Indoor Electric “Radio King Rat” (Continued) 
 
Flight Performance 
Indoor 
The Radio King Rat flies well. It is stable, flies slowly, remains level under throttle, has a forgiving stall, and 
can turn very sharply. On 7 cell x 200 mAH NiMH expect a number of indoor flights per charge. 
Outdoor  
Expect ten minutes with the above $14.00 battery in calm conditions. With Lithium batteries the duration 
could be measured in hours. Radio King Rats have been looped, perhaps someone has performed a Cuban 
Eight! 

 

 
 

Next Project  
Conversion of an old Flatbed Plotter to NC Depron Cutter. Interchangeable parts and jigs unlimited! 
 
John Morrison 
 
 

Scale Modelling 
 
The aim of scale modelling is to build a model that looks and flies like the real aircraft.  This is a simple 
statement but it covers a vast spectrum of individual modellers’ aspirations.  At one end are those who are 
quite content to build a model that is recognisable and fly it at the Club field on occasional weekends.  
These modellers now even have a rapidly increasing range of good looking ARF models to purchase if their 
building skills are limited.  At the other end of the scale are those who are on the never ending quest to build 
the perfect model, down to the finest detail (the proverbial ‘rivet counters’) and fly at the highest level 
competition available.   
 
Wherever a modeller wishes to end up on the spectrum, he should start at a level that is appropriate to his 
current flying skill level.  Notwithstanding the folklore that scale models are difficult to fly there are many 
scale models that are no more difficult to fly than a basic trainer.  Models such as the good old Piper Cub 
even look like a trainer, but can also be built to a standard sufficient to fly at World Championships. As the 
modeller becomes proficient with this type of model he will usually want to graduate to more complex, 
difficult and more satisfying models. 
 
How many of us wanted to build a Spitfire as our first R/C model?  Fortunately most of us were persuaded to 
build a trainer and learn to fly first.  Unfortunately, many modellers then fell pray to the myths surrounding 
scale models that they are hard to fly, hard to build and expensive. In fact, building scale models is one of 
the most cost effective aspects of modelling.  Leaving aside the motor and radio, most scale models would 
have less than $200 worth of materials in the structure.  ARFs are more expensive. 
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Scale Modelling (Continued) 
 
Finally a word about competitions.  Another of the myths of scale modelling is that competitions are high-
pressure events and dangerous for models.  Nothing could be further from the truth.  In a scale competition 
yours is the only model in the sky (how often does that happen?), the manoeuvres are not difficult and other 
modellers are very supportive, particularly of beginners.  The main skills to be learned are to fly the model 
smoothly and do the manoeuvres in the right place. Once learned, these skills shine through even in general 
club level flying and it is easy to pick the competition flyers. 
 
In Victoria, the Victorian Flying Scale Aircraft Association conducts a series of competitions (known as Fun 
Scale)  and rallies aimed at the beginner.  These are very low key, have no static judging or builder of the 
model requirement, and concentrate on realistic flying.  Look in the VMAA calendar. 
 
 

 
Noel Whitehead’s CA25 Winjeel 

This Model was built from the outset with the aim of taking it to the Scale World Championships.   
 
Consequently, everything had to be just right.  
I spent many months trying to obtain accurate 
drawings of the aircraft, finally coming to the 
conclusion that there were none available.  
Finally I was able to get access to the historical 
archives of Hawker De Havilland (who had 
inherited all CAC material) and was given the 
Master Dimensions File (MDF) for the Winjeel.  
This consisted of the X-Y coordinates, to 1/1000 
inch, of every piece of the full size aircraft.  I was 
then able to type the numbers into my ModelCad 
program and draw all the fuselage, cowl and 
canopy sections, and wing, tail and fin ribs to the 
scale I selected, 1:5.25. 
 
This information was used to make a fully 
detailed mould for fuselage and cowl (and also  

various fillets and fairings) and to construct conventional built up wings and tail.  Another piece of invaluable 
information from the MDF was the geometry of all hinges, some of which were quite complex. 
 
A feature of the Winjeel is the very large cockpit area and it was apparent from the start that I would have to 
detail the interior fully.  I finally decided that the best way to duplicate the internal structure was to vac form 
most of the components.  So I had to build a vac former and learn to use it.  This was actually very 
rewarding. 
 
I had laid-up several fuselages before selecting the final one.  Half way through the project, I became 
worried about the scale incidence on the tailplane because it was most un-model – like.  So I used one of 
the discarded fuselage moulds, knocked up some foam wings and tail and built a test model.  I need not 
have worried about the incidence because the test model lifted off straight and gentle with absolutely no trim 
changes required.  The big benefit was that I now had a practice model which matched the final model in 
almost all flying characteristics.  I was therefore able to do nearly all my practising without fear of damaging 
the good model. 
 
The model has now been to two world championships, most recently in Canada where it finished 9th in static 
and 15th overall.  Clearly the model is better than its owner!  The sad news is that it was effectively written 
off at the recent Nationals in Albury but still came second.  The good news is that all the many, many 
moulds and forms are just waiting for me to rebuild. 
 


